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This thesis highlights the significance of the informal network and industry performance of rural-
based creative sectors in China. The rural based creative class is characterized by small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs) and relies on tacit knowledge exchange and information transfer. 
Facing the rural economic development challenges in China, the formal network, like official 
and governmental organized platforms, has its limitations.  In contrast, the informal network is 
more flexible to connect different individuals in the sector, generating more knowledge spillover 
effect for rural creative class. A traditional crafts sector, the Hunan Embroidery sector is studied 
as an example of Chinese rural based creative class. After a thorough study of different types of 
networks by interviewing different stakeholders in the sector, I find the significance of informal 
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According to many economic development theorists, growth is increasingly coming from the 
strength of innovative activities in these growing economies instead of factor accumulation as 
considered in the past (Freire, 2006:2). Recent research suggests that innovative economic 
activities are concentrated in globally linked cities. Therefore, cities have been considered the 
ultimate place for creative entrepreneurs. However, in the era of limitless communication, rural 
areas can be the breeding place for progress under certain conditions, which means that there is 
also a trend of creative economic development in rural area around the world. Developed 
countries like the United Kingdoms, Austria, and the United States encourage the rural creative 
industry in order to spur the economic development outside of urban centers and create 
employment opportunities. In under-developed countries, such as Indian, Thailand, and African 
countries, they are also promoting the rural creative economy development to strengthen the 
economy and preserve the local crafting culture.  
 
However, in many developing countries, the local government puts the focus on economic 
development and, at the meantime, a lot of locality resources are sacrificed during this process, 
for example, the rural environment, resource, labor, and local culture. The rural-creative industry 
in China today is facing certain issues in rural area in a very long time and the overall rural based 
crafts industry has been declined. The first issue is the conflict between craft industry and 
manufacture. Chinese local government is in favor of building manufacture industry zone in rural 
area, since it can attract big incorporation and generate more economic profit. But the local 
resource will be taken by manufacture companies from crafts economy. At the meantime, the 
market of handicraft products will be taken by manufacture products. In this scenario, the rural 
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creative sectors lost its advantage and declined gradually. Faced by this rural development 
impasse many governments, many research entities and other key actors, like the World Bank, 
UNESCO, and other local NGOs, in the field of development are experimenting various 
strategies or policies to increase income generating and employment opportunities for rural 
people. Among those strategies, development practitioners and governments are experimenting 
with the concept of the “creative economy” or creative industries. At the heart of these creative 
industries is an attempt to mobilize and encourage communities to exploit their national diverse 
cultural aspects such as indigenous knowledge, creativity and natural/ man-made resources, to 
create employment opportunities through the production of distinctive goods and services that 
might be sold locally and globally (UNESCO, 2005). The contribution of creative industries in 
some countries has been immense in terms of employment creation, poverty alleviation and 
broader national economic development (Sagnia, 2005; Lewis, 1990).  Under the global trend of 
rural creative economy development, as one of the great ancient civilizations, rural China 
maintains thousands of local creative cultural industries. This thesis will focus on rural-based 
creative economic sector and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), especially in cultural 
industry in China. 
Rural Creative Economic Sector in China 
Creative industry in China basically can be separated into three parts: creative industry based on 
high technology, media creative industry and rural creative industry based on history and culture 
(Panlusheng.com, 2009). Rural-based creative economy belongs to the third category and 
traditional crafts industry is the leading industry in rural creative sector, such as printmaking, 
kites, weaves, sculptures and so on. Those sectors mainly happen in the rural area, which has 




During the development of the rural creative industry, the concept of “cultural and creative 
Industry” was brought up by Hongkong Executive Department in 2002 May, in the plan of 
“Development for Culture and Creative Industry”. In July 2009, mainland China also took the 
idea of creative industry and applied the concept in the “Culture Industry Revitalizing Plan” 
published to encourage the development of rural creative economy. President Wen Jiabao is 
supportive to this plan as well. (Xinhuanet, 2009) In the plan it specifies that the culture and 
creative industry should be the first priority development. Central government planned to make 
more investment and provide convenient facilities for culture and creative industry, especially 
for rural area China.  
 
In China, the promotion of rural-based creative industries has been included into the industrial 
and economic policies. As the transforming of rural based cottage economy in China, rural based 
firms started to target their market to a worldwide scale. In the rural based creative industry, 
especially the industry that heavily relies on local culture and skills, those industries are derived 
from family-based and apprentice-based production. In this case, this determined the mass 
production cannot be perfectly performed in this industry, because the production is man-made 
and the producing process is slow. In the meantime, this traditional producing mode maintains 
the art value and the local culture in the crafting products, which is different from the mass 
production of manufacturing. Comparing to this unique character of traditional culture and 
crafting industry, Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno critiqued mass production in terms 
on this point. “This industry is unique in that it does not reflect economic processes and 
essentially becomes homogenous; thus, variation is meaningless.” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1976: 
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532). Unlike the manufacturing production, the traditional culture and crafting industry will not 
have productive output by taking advantage of manufacturing. But the industry has its own way 
to make their profits by valuing creativity during this man-made producing process. The 
traditional culture and crafting industry consists of hundreds of SMEs and home-based studios, 
more organically distributed in certain industry sector, which can facilitate the information and 
knowledge spillover.  
Challenge and Issue Identifying 
In today’s rural creative economy, during the process of urbanization, lots of rural creative 
industries are changing, including the form of production and market. Along with the urban 
expansion to rural area, the agglomeration is more and more influencing the rural production. In 
rural area of China, the creative economy has achieved in to cluster and agglomeration. More 
and more advanced and convenience techniques have improved the production. However, the 
promotion of manufacturing has impacted the development of rural creative industries.  
 
Under the circumstances of rural China today, the local governments are in favor of building 
manufacture industrial zones in rural areas for more economic profit, since the industry zone has 
more possibility of attracting big incorporations and companies. So the manufacture zone can 
bring more output value for local areas. In this case, the local traditional crafting industries have 
been challenged by the competition of products market, labor source, public facilities and 
government funds to big manufacturing incorporations and companies. In general, once the big 
companies move into the rural area, the source for the traditional crafting industry will be given 
to corporations and the creative culture economy will be crushed. Moreover, the traditional 
business and production mode make the traditional crafting industry in the weak side of the 
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competition. The traditional crafting industry has a threshold of innovation and creativity, such 
as lack of labor source, left-behind business mode, limited products, limited market and less 
supportive local policy. The traditional crafters and enterprises are conservative to change their 
traditional business mode: outsourcing their goods to rural crafters and recollect the final 
products from rural crafters and sell them to the market, which is stable and profitable. In this 
traditional producing and business mode, there is low chance for people to create and innovate. 
Thus more and more goods in market make people less likely need the traditional crafting goods. 
So in today’s China, the rural creative industries (traditional crafting industries) are facing a huge 
challenge for today and coming years. Hence, innovation and creativity for the industry is a 
mission needed to be done now.  
 
In addition to the above problems, the rural crafts producer in China has little means of 
protecting individual creative innovations or traditional community knowledge. In rural area 
China, dealers and designers are hard to protect their artworks not being plagiarized. Crafts 
producers who specialize in unique, time-consuming processes suffer competition from cheap 
knockoffs in local markets. The original producer, needless to say, is hard to benefit from the 
transaction. Tackling these issues in the Chinese context is extraordinarily difficult and more 
complex than it seems to be in many other countries. (Maureen & Tirthankar, 2004).  On top of 
this, the innovation process to rural creative industry in China faces more challenging situation. 
 
In the country wide, government filed several documentation and local rules to help the rural 
creative industry and at the meantime, there are also some innovation move by local crafter and 
entrepreneurs spontaneously but slowly. In the coming crucial innovation process to rural 
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creative industry, it involves various efforts by different stakeholders, including government, 
crafters, enterprises, and related professions. During this process, I wish to find out the most 
effective efforts and help the industry develop robustly and healthy.  
Research Question and Hypothesis 
Under the challenge of industry innovation in China, the rural creative industry started to 
respond to it in different ways since 2003, after central government released a documentation 
called “Supporting the Creative and Culture Industry Development” (chinaculture.org, 2003). In 
2006 Shandong Province, the president of Shandong Art and Craft College organized a local 
association to help the rural crafters to produce more creative goods, brand the creative craft 
products and help them sell the goods into market. In 2008 Suzhou, Jiangsu Province, 
government helped the local crafters and artists build a cluster for those small crafters business. 
After looked several rural creative industries in China, I observed a fact that the traditional 
crafting industry is revitalizing in rural China in recent year under both of the opportunities and 
challenging. Moreover, in the revitalizing process, the traditional crafting industry’s performance 
is largely depends on its product innovation and creativity. So I plan to put my focus on 
examining the networks and relations that constitute, and are constituted by, this cross-sector 
rural-based sector. According to the phenomenon and literatures, my research question regarding 
the rural creative industry is: during the change from traditional crafts producing and business 
mode, what is the most important factor that can bring the rural creative industry back to life and 
make it develop sustainably? So my hypothesis is: Comparing to the government formal network, 
the informal network will be the best catalyst to help the industry performance in the rural 
creative sector. During the innovation process, there will be different type of networking in the 
sector, including formal networking and informal networking. The formal networking platforms 
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are more fixed stable, top-down planning and with more regulations; while the informal 
networking is more flexible, casual, and makes deeper interpersonal relationship between people. 
In this definition, the informal networking in the sector will be the best catalyst to help the 
innovation and creativity happening in the rural creative sector. 
 
In so doing, I extended the existing research on the geographies of creative production beyond 
urban agglomeration, and deepen my understanding of the importance and configuration of these 
informal networks and relations to the development and maintenance of creative sectors. Internal 
networking (casual interpersonal networking) is playing the most important role of heightening 
the creative economic group development. In addition to providing an invaluable informal 




 “Creative industries are defined as those industries which produce tangible or intangible 
artistic and creative output, and which have a potential for income generation through the 
exploitation of cultural assets and the production of knowledge-based goods.” (UNIDO, 2005: 
11) Cultural industries have long existed in Asia and Europe, for example, the lacquer work and 
ceramics in Japan and China, the tapestry industry in Florence, the Persian carpets, and the Java 
batik. One of the common features of these industries is that they are based on handicraft work. 
“Recent research suggests that such innovative activities, especially in producer services and the 
creative industries, are concentrated in high-tech clusters in globally linked cities.” (Yusuf, 
2010: 3) However, there is also a trend of creative economic development in rural area around 
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the world. In Africa, the textile craft sector tells the story of the meeting of technique (industry) 
with iconography (art), and their mutual complementation to create what today are being called 
creative industries. Throughout Asia, the growth of creative industry increasingly comes from 
the strength of innovative activities in these economies instead of factor accumulation as in the 
past. Waitt (2009) suggests that people should re-think the creative economy by place. On top of 
urban area, he shows that there are a lot of market-led or policy-led developments of grass-root 
cultural industries in rural area. Also, among the world wide, UNESCO proposed a conceptual 
framework for policy making to promote and sustain the development of cultural/creative 
industries that is considered to be applicable to a variety of countries, both in urban and rural 
areas.  
 
In a world that is becoming increasingly mechanized, increasingly homogenized, and almost 
completely exposed to the scrutiny of the Internet, it is logical to assume that the unique, the 
individual, and the culturally resonant will acquire ever more appeal and luster.(Maureen & 
Tirthankar, 2004:1) A recent United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) symposium has concluded that “the industries of the imagination, content, 
knowledge, innovation and creation clearly are the industries of the future…they are also 
important contributory factors to employment and economic growth” (UNESCO, 1999). 
Small and Medium Traditional Crafting Enterprises 
Accordingly, I studied this phenomenon in Chinese context and see what happened to the 
creative economy in rural areas. In today’s China, we have a lot of rural villages that have SMEs 
sectors and into a certain scale, having their artistic product selling all over the country or even 
globally. Theodore (1956) indicates the history of small cottage industry in Asia in the 1950s. In 
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his definition, cottage industry and handicraft industry are the previous form of today’s rural 
based creative economy.  According to the report of UNIDO in 2005, the traditional crafting 
sector is under the list of rural-based creative industry. The craft sub-sector is the depository of 
the traditional skills and creativity necessary to penetrate or/and extend markets and can provide 
stable employment and income generation to the diverse communities with different levels of 
education (UNIDO, 2005: 18). 
“A handicraft industry has more value or appeal by reason of highly developed art or 
complicated processing. It is usually carried on full-time in a separate shop by family members 
and outsiders together who have gone through an apprenticeship, and who make objects of art, 
ceremonial, and decorative use. These sell in limited markets, but the markets may be spread out 
over considerable distance.”(Theodore, 1956: 356)  
The cultural products are replicas and nonetheless creations that have lost any sense of meaning 
due to their constant “mass” production. Evidently, “Something is provided for all so that none 
will escape; the distinctions are emphasized and extended” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1976: 120). 
Still in the end, these ‘significantly different’ products are all alike and seemingly two peas in 
one pod. It thus comes as no surprise that technology becomes an underlying principle for 
maintaining the system or structure. This demonstrates what Horkheimer and Adorno (1976) 
were implying in that, “a technological rationale is the rationale of domination itself. It is the 
coercive nature of society alienated from itself” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1976).  
 
The tacit knowledge exchanging is one of the most unique characters to the traditional crafts 
industry, which can be facilitated by informal network. However, it goes with shortcomings 
accordingly. Today, because of the development of tourism and the protection of intellectual 
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right, the small cottage and handicraft economy are more valued in economy and policy. The 
product market is no longer limited to the local area, but global wide. This industry is recognized 
as a “system of domination” in which the control is reduced into the authority of fewer and fewer 
beings, also representing a monopoly. Horkheimer and Adorno (1976) declare, “there is the 
agreement…of all executive authorities not to produce or sanction anything that in any way 
differs from their own rules, their own ideas about consumers, or above all themselves” 
(Horkheimer & Adorno, 1976: 132). The cultural products are replicas and nonetheless creations 
that have lost any sense of meaning due to their constant “mass” production. Evidently, 
“Something is provided for all so that none will escape; the distinctions are emphasized and 
extended” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1976: 120). Still in the end, these ‘significantly different’ 
products are all alike and seemingly two peas in one pod. It thus comes as no surprise that 
technology becomes an underlying principle for maintaining the system or structure. This 
demonstrates what Horkheimer and Adorno (1976) were implying in that, “a technological 
rationale is the rationale of domination itself. It is the coercive nature of society alienated from 
itself” (Horkheimer & Adorno, 1976). As technology improves, individuals feel a need to 
improve themselves as well. In doing so, they turn to the next “best” product for sale and in 
popular demand. 
 
In China, these characteristics can also be observed in rural based creative sectors. After the 
foundation of the R.P. China, government has not invested enough in rural area, nor has it 
published any government policy that restricted the development of rural creative class. So it 
allows rural China a free environment for SME and creative industry’s development.  The rural-
based creative industry in China involves strong master-apprentice information transforming, 
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which means the tacit knowledge in the sector plays more important role. Tacit knowledge is 
personal knowledge embedded in individual experience and involves intangible factors, such as 
personal beliefs, perspective, and the value system. “Tacit knowledge is hard to articulate with 
formal language (hard, but not impossible). It contains subjective insights, intuitions, and 
hunches. Before tacit knowledge can be communicated, it must be converted into words, models, 
or numbers that can be understand. (nwlink.com. 2012)” That is explaining why the rural-based 
creative industry can exist and keep their enterprises mainly in small and medium size in a long 
term. But facing the globalization, the enterprises started to work together as a cluster, which 
generated a part of knowledge spillover. Some of the rural-based creative industries have larger 
portion in the market. In China, after 2002 the first time bought up the word of “creative/culture 
industry” in Chinese, the local government and central government made more policy and 
investment for encouraging some of rural-based industry development. 
Informal Networking  
The network in SMEs-based crafts industry not only provides visible technique spillover, but 
also generates invisible information transferring. “The network can provide an invaluable 
informal learning environment, and the maker-maker relations provide an important work-based 
support system.” (Harvey, 2011: 536) “Networks usually bring benefits to small businesses in 
the form of competitive advantage that they would not be able to afford on their own.” (Fuller-
love, 2009: 272) By Wenger (1991), he mentioned the informal networking is based on the 
closeness of kin, friends and community. “The family dependent support network has primary 
focus on nearby kin ties, close family relationships and few peripheral friends and neighbors.  
The locally integrated support network includes close relationships with local friends and 
neighbors. Many friends are also neighbors… local friends and wider community contacts or 
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involvements.” (Wegner, 1991:152) 
 
On top of these, the concept of external economies is essential to understand the advantage of 
efficiency which small firms derive from clustering. As stated by Mishan (1971:2), “the concept 
of collective efficiency brings together the incidental and consciously pursued firms and seeks to 
capture the essential point that competitiveness can neither be understood nor enhanced by 
focusing on individual firms”. So the supportive informal networking in the rural-based sector 
actually is generating and based on competition between each single individual. Moreover, “of 
particular significance is the need for collaboration between different kinds of workers and 
across levels of official skill hierarchy' and the subsequent blurring that takes place between 
intellectual and manual work, and the conception and execution of that work' (ibid : 224) .” 
(Murray, 1987: 85) 
 
In the traditional craft industry, the informal information spillover makes it unique than the other 
industry. So in this case, those SMEs should cluster in certain geographic location, so the 
informal networking can reach its maximized effect. In the 1950s in Italy, there was an economic 
model called Third Italy. According to this economic development model, Sabel (1982) brought 
up a theory called flexible specialization. It denotes a new phase of capitalist production 
characterized by craft labor, small-scale industry using the latest technology, and diversified 
world markets and consumer tastes. The industrial rise of the Third Italy has been characterized 
by the growth of dynamic networks of flexible, strongly related, small and medium-sized firms 
in craft-based industries in a number of specialized industrial districts. According to Sabel (1982), 




So under this model, I plan to find out that the network is important to rural handicraft creative 
industry clustering in China. It is during this process that the ability to build contacts and develop 
networks is fundamental. There are two networks on which one can draw: the formal and the 
informal. The formal network is formed through local and national agencies such as banks, 
accountants, lawyers, and governors. The informal network is formed through family, friends, 
and business contacts. Without clustering, they won’t survive and grow healthily in economic 
environment in China. Under my research framework, I would like to see whether the informal 
relationship or the professional relationship is more crucial to rural creative craft economy in 
China. 
METHODOLOGY 
Case Study of Hunan Embroidery Industry 
The rural creative industry in China, northeastern area like Shandong Province and south area 
like Zhejiang Province is already in the first step to build a better condition for the rural creative 
and culture industry. However, in mid part of China, like Hunan Province, the local government 
was putting profitability as the first goal for the local economic development. So more industry 
zones and mass product manufactures was preferred to be built in rural localities. In this scenario, 
the local rural creative industry (traditional crafting sector) doesn't have good soil to grow.  
 
Under this circumstance, I target my case study to embroidery industry in Hunan, which is a 
typical rural traditional crafting industry in China. Also the Hunan embroidery industry is also a 
main creative industry in Hunan province, creating a huge benefit for local income. Within 
current market, there are four types of embroideries, and two of them share a large portion of the 
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market: Hunan embroidery and Suzhou embroidery. Both are well known for their time-honored 
history, excellent craftsmanship and unique style. “In the domestic market, Suzhou embroidery 
takes 75% and Hunan embroidery takes 20%, also in the international market, Suzhou 
embroidery takes 80% and Hunan embroidery only takes 5%.(Xiangyuan Press)”. For the 
embroidery industry performance, I would like to focus on the reason Hunan Embroidery did 
poor and find out the proper way to improve it and the other rural craft industry with poor 
performance. The main purpose it to see how the informal networking works in the industry and 
how they can develop into scale and keep its tacit-knowledge at the same time. Hunan 
embroidery (Xiang Xiu) are basically made by small handicraft sector in Hunan province, also 
the skilled workers and producers are basically located in rural area and more than 70% of 
workers are from rural base. The embroidery products are various by catering to different market, 
some targeting tourists in the local market, some selling on a country-wide scale, and few of the 
elite companies having entered the international market. On top of self-incentive development 
factors, government has also implemented supportive policies incentivizing local embroidery 
industry to be productive and innovative. In the rural-based industry, I use an ethnographic 
approach, including interviews, observations and surveys, to study this specific type of creative 
rural-based sector and testify the relationship of networking and the performance of the industry. 
 
However, the ability of a rural area to attract certain creative businesses away from metropolitan 
areas is not certain and does not necessarily lead to a more prosperous rural creative economy. 
Beside the different economic model, informal networking may work differently by different 
sectors or industries in different locations. I am going to testify if informal network is the 
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dominating factors for general rules for rural-based creative sectors development and what the 
exceptions are. 
Ethnography Methodology 
For the methodology part, I am paying attention to the informal network of rural-based craft 
enterprises through an ethnographic approach. “Ethnography may be defined as both a 
qualitative research process and method (one conducts an ethnography) and a product (the 
outcome of this process is an ethnography) whose aim is cultural interpretation. The 
ethnographer goes beyond reporting events and details of experience.” (Hoey, 2012) Within this 
methodology, it mainly includes methods of interview, participant observation and surveys by 
fieldtrip.  Research on creative sectors has included the analysis of the ‘macro-patterns’ of the 
sector through the analysis of large data sets as well as questionnaire and interview-based survey 
work, and more ethnographically-focused research including participant observation of the 
individual scenes and clusters (Coe, 2000; Currid, 2007; Power and Jansson,  2008).  
 
Within ethnographic work, interviews are also important, including both working and after work 
time. Such qualitative methods come to the fore in work that requires an understanding of the 
social life of places and their interactions, allowing a consideration of the ‘buzz’ and enabling the 
study of the ‘something in the air’ of creative milieu (Amin and Thrift, 1992; Currid and 
Williams, 2009). These ethnographic methods have been essential to this thesis on rural-based 
creative craft sector in China. 
 
However, in order to tell the difference from Hunan embroidery industry from the others, I also 
did some similar researches for the other rural-based creative embroidery industry in China, 
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Suzhou embroidery in Zhejiang, because it also depends on informal network. By doing so I can 
make comparison of the two industries and tell how the informal networking does apply to this 
rural creative industry. 
Primary Research 
Ethnographic work during this period included participant and direct observation, interviews and 
conversations with practitioners and policy makers working at locality. The interviews reflected 
varying levels of formality, from semistructured interviews lasting up to three hours to ‘informal 
interviews, collective discussions, and small talk’ (Power and Jansson, 2008), often with the 
same people, meeting both at locality, as well as outside of the sector. Also, according to the 
survey, the quantitative data can be achieved and dedicated to my hypothesis. 
 
For the primary research, I had the biggest Hunan embroidery sector in Changsha, Shaping Town, 
as my case study area, and the main ethnographic method for me will be interview. The sample 
of my interviewees will be picked from different people who work and live in Shaping Town. By 
doing so, I can achieve different independent variables. The interpersonal communication was 
conducted in different parties of people, including local villagers, immigrant workers, legislative 
administrator, associate leaders, local education and research institutes, and local media. The 
different parties stand for different voices of rural based creative enterprises, thus the outcome 
can have minimized bias and prejudices. 
 
The Interview questions also align with the hypothesis that the informal network plays an 
important role in clustering of rural creative craft enterprises. So except for basic information, 
the focus was not just on how the informal networks work in the sector, but to ask my 
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interviewees question in all aspects, especially asking them to tell their personal experience that 
is related to Hunan Embroidery. I explored the key role that relationships of social solidarity, 
involving ‘mutual narrative and emotional disclosure’, play in the creative sector (Banks et al., 
2000: 457). This helps the participant observation from the ethnographic approach. In order to 
make sure the efficiency and divergent of the interviews, different questions according to 
different groups of people will be conducted in the process. Since the most important 
performance the industry did for progress is innovation and creativity, more questions of the 
access of innovation will be weighted. In order to make comparison, the question of the 
comparison between Hunan and Jiangsu Embroidery sector (best embroidery industry in China) 
will be asked as well. For the organizer and governor, I was focusing on what the role of local 
companies and the government policies, and if there are concrete plan for the industry in future. 
For the people who know more about the local history, especially for people who work in 
Museum, I asked more of the development history of Hunan Embroidery and Shaping Town, in 
order to find out if there are any historical factors that influence the industry positively or 
negatively. After interviewing each stakeholder in the sector, it will lead a better understanding 
for the network for each party, including informal and formal networking. 
 
In order to make the research unbiased, I also did two interviews to Suzhou embroidery industry, 
which is the only embroidery sector that has dominant market share in China. I asked 
entrepreneurs who work in Suzhou Embroidery sector and planned to find out the difference 
between two embroidery sectors, especially the main factors that made Suzhou Embroidery 
successful. Moreover, based on the different performance and different factors, I can have a 
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better control of the analysis, so that I can explore my hypothesis better. As well as, from the 
comparison, I can achieve my research from the different perspective. 
Secondary Research 
During the fieldworks, except for interpersonal communication, I also find out some secondary 
information about Hunan Embroidery Industry. I requested the Hunan Embroidery Industry Plan 
(2004 -2009) from local government office. Also I achieved the history information from Hunan 
Embroidery Museum, which can help me know better the development of Hunan Embroidery 
Industry development. Also according to the related document, I can also have some secondary 
information about the background information of Shaping Town. Based on the history and the 
socio-economic context of local, the interviews and surveys can be more focusing from place to 
place.   
RESEARCH FINDINGS 
Background of Hunan Embroidery Sector 
▪ History of Embroidery Industry in China 
Embroidery industry has enjoyed its prosperity since early Han Dynasty (206 BC – 220 AD) 
(Wang, 5). The embroidery products already became regarded as both products and arts in that 
time. After more than one thousand years development, the embroidery skills become more 
mature and the form of products is different. Since this time, the embroidery producing has been 
highly relevant to the other professions, like art and framing crafting. A finalized embroidery 
product needs more than just embroidery crafting and skills. And this indicates that the 
embroidery producing needs collaborative work both inner embroidery cluster and   out of 




The Hunan Embroidery industry developed well until 1978.  After the reform and opening-up 
policy in 1978, the east coast cities had the prior development policy, the commercial center 
shifted to the east coast cities, like Shanghai, Ningbo and Guangzhou. Also the government 
owned manufactures and industries were conflicted by the free market and commodity economy, 
so the Hunan Embroidery industry started to become withered. As an inner area in China, 
Shaping Embroidery hadn’t changed its business and production mode in the next several 
decades. The value of the Hunan Embroidery has been shrinking. Another noticing economic 
developing mode in rural China is prevailing and challenging the local traditional cultural and 
crafting industries, like embroidery clusters. The local governments is expecting more profitable 
industries in locality and making more output revues. Many of the rural areas have been built the 
industry zone for manufacturing industry development, for mass production. By doing this, 
hundreds of rural labors chose to work in the factories and give up the embroidery producing and 
skill, for low profit.  
 
In the policy making side, since the new Communist Party of China latest generation leadership 
under the administrative of president Xi Jinping restricted to the consumption by public funds 
since 2013. Also, the gift consumption by government officers is harshly restricted. In the last 
ten years, the half of the Hunan Embroidery market is taken by government order as gifts. In this 





Picture 1. Traditional Hunan Embroidery Products in Current Market. By Hui 2013 
 
The physical environment did undermine the development of Hunan Embroidery industry. 
Moreover, there are more serious problems inside the industry, such as no property right 
protection, homogenous of products, and over used nepotism. Those are the prime problem of 
preventing Hunan Embroidery of creativity and innovation, for lacking of health 
competition/cooperation and discouraging of entrepreneurship and creativity. The current Hunan 
Embroider products in the market are most of framed picture for wall decoration, which shows in 
Picture1. According to Hunan Embroidery Industry Association, the total product value of 
Hunan Embroidery industry was 5 trillion RMB, which is 50% of the value in 10 years ago. The 
Hunan embroidery cluster is facing a huge challenge of creativity and innovation. 




Figure 1. The Geographic Location of Hunan Embroidery Sector: Shaping Town. Source: China 
Urban Planning and Design Institute.  
 
As the birth place of Hunan Embroidery, Shaping Town has the tradition of Hunan Embroidery. 
It enjoys honors as the “Hometown of Hunan Embroidery”. Shaping Town is located in Kaifu 
District, northern part of Changsha City. Although the rural town area was included in Changsha 
City after 2012, according to the urbanization missions of the Hunan Provincial Government, the 
Shaping Town still maintains its rural characters. Basically, all of the business activities are 
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happening in a small 1.4-kilometer-long street called Old Street, which is the only populated area 
in the town. The rest of town area consists 20% of farming land and more than 60% of forest 
land. Most local peoples remain their rural lives of farming. For the people who are living by 
Shaping area, almost every local female (most of them are housewives) knows how to do 
embroidery crafting, because embroidery is the most important local culture and habit in last 
hundreds years and it became one of the hobbies of locals.  
 
            
 
Figure 2. Hunan Embroidery Production 2011. Source: Hunan Embroidery Museum 
 
According to Hunan Embroidery Industry Association’s data in 2011, Shaping had 36 small and 
medium embroidery enterprises and more than thirty supplementary industries, which generated 
almost 20,000 employments. Figure 2 shows that the total output value in Shaping sector was 3.8 
trillion RMB in 2011, which reached 70% out of total Hunan Embroidery production in country 
wide, comparing to the other areas. Although the industry report from local government shows a 
good number of the total Shaping industry output and income, according to an official working 
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in Embroidery Association, the overall industry output and production has been declined 
gradually.                                      
▪ Government Planning Projects in Shaping Town 
Facing the challenge, in 2009, approved by government, Hunan Shaping Embroidery Limited 
Company (Shaping Company) was established, in order to organize the Shaping Embroidery 
industry zone. The company’s main object is to help the sector build the development planning 
project for the industry sector, as well as regulating existing businesses and attracting embroidery 
related businesses. In the end of 2009, the phase I of Shaping Town Industry Zone development 
was finished. The constructions include building a new Culture Plaza and preserving the 
dangerous constructions on Old Street.  
 
 
      Picture2. Culture Plaza (left).                                Picture 3. Xiufang Street (right).      By Hui  
 
Currently, a new project in phase II is undergoing: Xiufang (Embroidery) Street. The Shaping 
Company plans to build a new commercial street parallel to the Old Street, attracting more 
embroidery business, artists, and culture inheritors. In 2011, the Shaping Company published a 
new tourism planning project in the sector, which targets Shaping sector as a tourism destination 
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in the near future. The officers in the Shaping Company told me that they hope the tourism 
industry can help revive the Hunan Embroidery industry after the facilities in the sector are well 
built. In order to achieve this goal, three other planning projects come out from Shaping 
Company: Shaping Tourism Shopping Mall, Shaping Arts and Crafts Village and Embroidery 
Supplement Industrial Zone.  Some of the entrepreneurs and senior craftspeople and 
entrepreneurs think the new facilities will be helpful for better industry performance, but they 
doubt that the long-last issue in the sector can be resolved immediately by newly built 
infrastructures and physical planning projects. In other words, top-down regulation and planning 
may not necessary lead to spontaneous creativity and innovation. 
Changes Undergoing Led by Informal Networking  
Facing the coming challenge of the recession of the whole Hunan Embroidery sector, there is 
some spontaneous change of innovation and creativity facilitated by improved informal network 
observed by me during the fieldwork to Shaping Town. People responded the problem in 
different angles. Some of the individuals and organizations started to change the traditional 
production and business mode, and be creative. Overall, there is observed innovations and 
creativities happen in the sector.  
▪ Embroidery Crafting Products  
Responding to the changing world and changing market, the traditional craftspeople and 
enterprises also changed their embroidery production from the traditional embroidery works. 
Small group of them started to have innovation of idea, aesthetic aspect, form, pattern, and 
technique applied in their products upgrade. Most of the common scenes is that there are most of 
the embroidery products have the picture master works by western countries, such as the painting 
of Mona Lisa, the portrait of Jesus, and photographs of Rocky Mountains. Also, some of the 
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stores started to sell small piece of Hunan Embroidery goods to make it portable and cheaper to 
the market. 
 
However, just upgrading the embroidery products is not satisfied by the embroidery businessmen. 
One of the embroidery sales people I interviewed said: “It’s a really embarrassing situation. The 
current Hunan Embroidery product is never been treated like a real art work, because it lies on 
the border between crafts and arts. But if we take Hunan Embroidery products as a daily use 
products, there won’t be market for this, because people just don't need an embroidery painting 
or folding screen in their modern-decorated home anymore.” Although the Hunan Embroidery 
products changed its pattern and size, for most of people it is just old wine in a new bottle. The 
appearance needs to have more creative design. 
 
New embroidery techniques innovation does happen in Shaping Embroidery sector in a small 
group of people. I visited one interesting store with creative inner decoration in Shaping Town, 
called Hunan Embroidery Life House. When I talked to the manager Ms. Lin, she told me that 
the idea of this studio is to design more creative Hunan Embroidery products which are more 
applying to daily life. Ms. Lin told me that she figured out the potential customers for her 
creative Hunan Embroidery products three years ago. Her conclusion is that her new products 
will be more applying to daily life, the accessories as iphone case, purse, dinner napkin, lamp 
cases and so on (picture 4). In her words, “Hunan Embroidery products are now in two 
categories; one is regarded as the luxuries, as expensive huge home decorations/furniture, 
another one is low-end booth goods. The customers don't need and afford the expensive huge 
furniture in home, and they don't need the low-end embroidery accessories either. So I think if 
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we can do more embroidery products close to daily life, it may cater towards bigger market and 
more affordable to customers.” The Embroidery Life House will also find some artists help them 
to design some patterns to apply on their products. The business is just started 3 years and Ms. 
Lin told me that she has faith on her creative idea on embroidery products. 
 
 
Pictures 4&5. New Hunan Embroidery Application by Embroidery Life House. By Hui  
 
One of my interviewees, Mr. Sun, who is a professor in Hunan Normal University Design 
College, received the government research fund and  established a Research and Development 
Studio (Hunan Embroidery Research and Development Studio) in 2011, for Hunan Embroidery 
products innovation and design. As both professor in university and director of studio, Sun took 
advantage from the resource from school and his students. Sun and his team designed a series of 
fine embroidery products sealed in crystal, including calendar, stationaries, ashtrays, and so on. 
He applied the sealing technique invented by the Studio. Not only taking advantages from the 
government funding, Mr. Sun also can access to the graduate students of design, material study 
and mechanism to work in his office to help with innovation and creativity. Sun also has a well-
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designed web that can have the product sold online, so that he can reach boarder market and sell 
his brand easier. 
 
  
Pictures 6&7. New Hunan Embroidery Design by Hunan Embroidery R&D Studio. By Hui  
 
Another example I found is another newly established cultural company called Baizhihui 
Creative Culture LTD. The Executive officer Mr. Wang is quite different from others. His 
company only does technique research and development, and then applies for property right 
patent. Mr. Wang has more than seven year experience in Hunan Embroidery Industry 
Association as vice president. As an ex-vice president of Industry Association, Mr. Wang told 
me that he quit his job from Industry Association 2012, for he thinks the Hunan Embroidery 
industry need a reform. After twelve year experience in the industry, Mr. Wang knows every 
detail in the sector. He knows the weakness of the industry, so he found his own company for 
technique innovation, in order to help the industry and make profit by his avant-guard idea. 
Wang reached a lot of experts in different professions to discuss about his technique innovation. 
“I cannot do this innovation just by myself, and I need the expertise in different realm, which can 
provide more inspirations. I invited lots of toped experts in design, arts, embroidery crafting, 
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framing and so on, to talk about my new idea on Hunan Embroidery. We do the brainstorm and 
experiments in the lab to see if we can apply the idea for real.” Wang was sorry to tell me that he 
had to reserve the two new techniques he invented, because his application for technique patent 
is under review. And he was confident of his innovation and his future market.  
▪ Catering towards Broader Market  
One of the biggest shortcomings for Hunan Embroidery industry performance is that the market 
is less of variety. According one of the officers in the Industry Association, almost half of the 
Hunan Embroidery products are selling to governmental department for workers’ welfare as gifts. 
“This is actually a problem causing less innovation and creativity of the industry, since there was 
enough order from local and central government. However, the government orders decreased 
since administration of Xi Jinping, for the restriction on consumption of public funding”, Mr. 
Wang (officer in Hunan Embroidery Industry Association) told so. This reform caused the 
problem of demand shortage in market, but Mr. Wang believe that this actually provide an 
opportunity for Hunan Embroidery for broadening the market. The production will not rely on a 
single source of market, but to target different group of people. 
▪ Refreshing Labors Sources 
Recently, one of the obvious changes was the changing of labor source. As a traditional cultural 
and crafting skill in the rural area, the embroidery skill has been passed on by family legacy or 
master-apprenticeship. Moreover, with strong historical influence, the labors of Hunan 
Embroidery were all local rural housewives and no one treat this skill like a real profession. 
However, for recent years, the recession of the Hunan Embroidery industry has make the 
craftspeople less benefit from it, so more and more female craftspeople left the industry. This 
issue has existed in the sector since the process of urbanization and the turning point of Hunan 
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Embroidery in 80s-90s in last century, until the Hunan Crafts and Arts Vocational College 
officially established the Hunan Embroidery Department. In order to provide more labor force to 
industry, the principle of Arts and Crafts College, Mr. Yu invited several retired senior Hunan 
Embroidery craft masters to teach in the program since 2006. After five years, the Hunan 
Embroidery education team became stronger and more attractive to students who want to learn a 
crafting skill. In 2010, based on the Hunan Embroidery training program, the Arts and Crafts 
College expanded the program into a Hunan Embroidery Department, including Hunan 
Embroidery skill training, Hunan Embroidery design, and products selling and marketing 
specialties, to establish a more comprehensive embroidery education system. I had a chance to 
talk to Ms. Liu, who is a 76-old national arts and crafts master in Hunan Embroidery and 
working for the Arts and Crafts College after 2006. Ms. Liu told me that she was happy to see 
the Hunan Embroidery skill can be taken in school, which can preserve the culture and crafting 
skill systematically and professionally. More important the education will result labors with 
better quality than the traditional ways of passing by generations.      
Informal Networking in the Sector 
▪ Stakeholders in the Sector 
There are different stakeholders in the cluster and each of them plays important role in the 
industry. Of course, the relationship between each stakeholder is complicated but crucial to the 
industry development. Below is the list of different stakeholders. This including various 
professions and different groups of people, however, they are related complexly within Shaping 
Embroidery sector. The rural-based labor force is dominant working class in the cluster. Most of 
them are more than middle aged female. However, more young craftspeople will be in sector, 
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since more graduated apprentice craftspeople from Hunan Embroidery Arts and Crafts 
Vocational College will be in the sector.  
 
The entrepreneurs are also the one of important group for the business in the cluster. Some of 
them run their Hunan Embroidery business in traditional way. Some of them are both 
embroidery craftspeople and entrepreneur, operating their own business when they saved enough 
money and had better embroidery skill. Another type of entrepreneurs is operating their business 
out of the traditional way, and they refreshed the industry with innovation and encouraged the 
innovation process in the cluster. Also, this group includes the enterprises in the other 
professions.  
 
Also local government and educational institutions are also influential parts to the whole industry 
cluster, which can help to generate the opportunities for the networking between people working 
in the cluster. But the help of government is not the most important aspect in the industry 
performance. People in the cluster talking and sharing information in the agglomerate cluster can 
generate spillover effect.  During this process, they are building up the informal networking by 
living in the cluster, doing their Hunan Embroidery businesses, and attending to events by any 






Figure 3. The Networking in Hunan Embroidery Sector. 
 
Figure 3 is the networking chart between each stakeholder and each platform that connects to 
different types of stakeholders. The main stakeholders in the sector are entrepreneur, craftspeople, 
and local government, and there are two associations in the sector as well. One is the industry 
association that connects entrepreneurs and local government officials. The other is Craftspeople 
association, which provide communication platform between craftspeople. But after 2010, the 
traditional mode in the sector started to change. Several stakeholders outside of the sector got 
involved into Hunan Embroidery sector.  In 2010, the establishment of embroidery department in 
Hunan Art and Crafts Vocational College made the labor source different than before. The new 
education facility provides systematic and professional education for craftspeople and business 
runner.  It also can involve more college students into cluster and put more creative intelligence 
in the pool. After Shanghai Shanghai Exposition in 2010, there are more and more culture and art 
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festival and exposition in China. People in Hunan Embroidery started to take advantage from this 
broader platform to get more cooperation with others. Around 2012, one of a professor in Design 
college in Hunan Normal University get the funding from government to establish a R&D studio, 
which involves lots design and material engineering s prof and students in school to have 
products innovation. The better and more robust platform provided for the informal networking 
for each stakeholder and individual in the cluster, the better the industry will perform and 
function. 
▪ Different types of informal networking in Hunan Embroidery Sector 
There are two types of networking in the cluster: formal networking and informal networking. 
Formal networking is characterized more public, stand fixed and with more regulation. The 
formal networking can sometimes provide good platform for the informal networking, however, 
it has limitation. In the cluster, there already existed some associations and cooperation between 
each stakeholder and these associations provide of platforms for internal networking 
development, but actually the formal networking in the sector is under established.  It happens 
more on a top-down regulated occasion, like conference and report meetings. In this case, the 
formal networking has certain limitation to creating a wide and strong networking between 
people. Unlike formal networking, the definition of informal networking in my research is more 
casual, flexible and simultaneous active, like friends lunch meeting and the other types of casual 
interpersonal relationship and communication. Informal network, like previous discussed in 
literature review, is based on different close interpersonal relationship, like families, relatives, 
friends, neighborhoods, and community-based. It is easy to have various people involved in the 
informal networking and it can lead a deeper relationship between people than formal 
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networking does. So the informal networking turns out to a more flexible and creative channel of 





Figure 4. The Network Type in Hunan Embroidery Sector. 
 
In Figure 4, the networking between different stakeholders is marked in pink and blue colors, 
indicating the informal and formal networking respectively. Between certain stakeholders, there 
is robust and comprehensive informal networking, as well provided the formal networking 
platform. However, in some point, there is no significant networking observed or weak 
networking in the sector, especially the formal networking. The lack of informal networking 
actually makes informal networking more important in the sector.  In the following pillows, the 
different dominant networking will be dictated between different stakeholders. 
o Opportunities and Barriers between Entrepreneurs and Government Officials  
The networking between government officials and entrepreneurs facilitates the progress of 
innovation process of Hunan Embroidery production. One of the biggest formal networking 
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platforms is Hunan Embroidery Industry Association, which is a public and private partnership 
organization founded in Shaping Town in 2007. The Association integrates the local government 
officials and more than ten entrepreneurs in the top ranked Hunan Embroidery industries. The 
Association is targeting to the publicity events for Hunan Embroidery products and improving 
self-regulation within the cluster. Via this platform, local officials and entrepreneurs build up 
their own informal networking, and take advantage of it. The result could be either good or bad. 
 
In the field trip, I talked to one of the most successful business women and embroidery 
craftspeople, Ms. Jiang, who has run her own company from 2003. Her company “Zaihong 
Hunan Embroidery” always created the good performance in the sector. When I asked about how 
she achieved this and if this is related to any informal networking in the cluster, she told me a 
story of networking between local government and better performed companies in the sector. As 
a member of the Association, she is actively trying to build up the networking with each person, 
especially government officials. “Most of the Hunan Embroidery products are selling as gifts and 
our biggest customer group is government department. I have to build up good relationship with 
government official and have them take orders from my company.” By so doing, Zaihong Hunan 
Embroidery performed well on the selling. Also, government decision making is more in favor of 
the companies with more profit, instead of smaller enterprises.    
 
As entrepreneurs, Mr. Wang and Mr. Sun told me that they are not satisfied about the technique 
copy right and the research funding application reviewing by the Association. The review 
processing is slow and lacking transparency. Since both of them are focusing on technique 
innovation, so they have to prepare a lot of paper work to apply the government funding for their 
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research support. The copy right and technique patent in crafts industry is hard to be protected 
already, since artists and craftspeople are used to imitate each other and you cannot prevent 
people from using similar pattern and material to do similar products. However, the technique 
skill patent in the cluster is hard to apply as well. Both of Wang and Sun find it hard to apply for 
enough funding and copy right of new technique from the Association channel. The unwise 
control of budget and public funding by local government is an obstacle of active innovation and 
robust informal networking. In this case, it reveals the biggest problems of the Association. This 
formal networking platform has its own weakness: the over-using interpersonal relationship 
between local officials and successful entrepreneurs leads less government transparency and the 
under table transaction may undermine the healthy informal networking in the cluster. Having 
same experience, Mr. Sun and Mr. Wang contacts each other often to discuss the issue of 
funding and innovation problem regards to government issues. 
 
Moreover, the planning projects in the sector are regarded as formal network that connects 
different stakeholders.  As mentioned before, the culture plaza built in 2009 had more 
government agencies and better performed enterprises get involved. In the future panning project, 
the business attracting policy plan indicates the purpose of the planning project is to attract more 
big incorporation and famous culture inheritors to have more investment to the sector. It might 
be helpful for providing a platform for enterprises to get clustered in the sector. However, the 
planning projects in the sector are more top-down regulated and too exclusive to connect enough 
stakeholders in the cluster. 
o Improved Networking between Entrepreneurs and Craftspeople  
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The inter-communication between entrepreneurs and crafts people is the most common and 
strong networking for the embroidery production.  The traditional embroidery enterprises 
producing mode is restrictive to the network between craftspeople and entrepreneurs, since the 
embroidery products were assign to rural craftspeople and let them finished the certain product at 
home. In some family legacy enterprises, the family-based informal network has deep influence 
on the traditional production mode and information transfer as well. However, as less and less 
rural farmland preserved in China, the rural labor is more likely to work in the workplace. As 
rural labors started to work in the embroidery workshops provided by businesspeople in Shaping 
Town, the networking between craftspeople and entrepreneurs are improved quickly by a 
professional-based informal network. The Industry Association is targeting to provide a fixed 
formal network for craftspeople and entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, it failed to involve craftspeople 




Picture 8. Craftspeople workplace. By Hui  
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The more efficient communication between craftspeople and entrepreneurs happens more via 
this professional-based and a neighbor-based informal networking in the workplace, especially 
during the leisure time of working. Most of the local entrepreneurs and the craftspeople are live 
in the Shaping Town and are live close to each other, and the network usually based on long- 
term residence and active community involvement in the present or recent past.  
 
The manager of Embroidery Life House Ms. Lin told me that after she set up the working place 
for craftspeople in her store, she can have a discuss with the craftspeople during working and a 
better communication with each other during lunchtime. The improved network makes the whole 
process more effective. Also, the craftspeople Ms. Wang told me that she is more comfortable to 
work in the store, the more she communicate with her boss, the more they know what they want 
to produce. This is a good example of this professional-based informal networking. The more 
informal networking has been built between two individuals, the more and deeper understanding 
and interaction, which may facilitate the process of creativity and innovation. 
 
There a quiet amount of entrepreneurs are craftspeople themselves, for example, the executive 
officer of Zaihong Embroidery and Yifei Embroidery. They can be a better carrier for the 
informal networking between craftspeople and entrepreneurs. Some of the entrepreneurs are 
from the other sector instead of embroidery. The executive officer Hunan Shaping R&D Studio 
and Baizhihui Creative Culture LTD, they are college teacher and ex-government officer. In their 
aspects, the community-based informal networking can be better used as they have different 
networking from traditional entrepreneurs in the Hunan Embroidery sector. In the same sector, 
they share a sense of community of working in Hunan Embroidery sector, and it is easier to 
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access and share information to each other. So they have the different way to interact with the 
craftspeople. They treat them more than just workers, but also creative artists. So the good 
informal networking between the entrepreneurs and crafts will generate spillover effect for the 
information exchange between them. 
o Embroidery Craftspeople Inner-communication  
In 2008, under the help of National Arts and Crafts Master Association (CACMA), a cooperation 
for senior craftspeople and artists, a Hunan Embroidery branch established in Shaping Town. 
They will hold conferences and seminars related to traditional crafts and arts in order to have 
better information in the industry. More recently, co-working with the Industry Association, 
there has been more arts and crafts festivals events hold in the Shaping Town after establishment 
of Culture Plaza. Ms. Liu and Ms. Mao are senior Embroidery craftspeople in the Chinese Arts 
and Crafts Master Association (CACMA), both of them tell me that the arts panels and 
workshops have provided more opportunities to talk to Hunan Embroidery craftspeople and 
designer, which helped the craftspeople and artists have better understanding of each other 
professionally. The tacit knowledge embedded in crafts realm determines this professional-based 
informal network is important. Craftspeople can improve skill by both practice and inter-
communication with other craftspeople. This friend-based and community-based informal 
network between those senior craftspeople has deeper influence than the formal network 
CACMA. According to Ms. Liu, most of the senior crafts people are neighbors and friends 
privately, since they have been live on the Old Street for decades. They well know each other as 
old friends and neighbors, and they can have much more efficient private discussion and 




In the other hand, Ms. Mao told me that she believes the communication only within embroidery 
realm may just lead to small changes to improved craft skill, but it may hard to result any other 
new type of arts and inventions. “It will be better to have more kinds of arts, crafting, and 
technologies in the professional communication platform to provide a more comprehensive 
networking for information flow. Only in this case, can we have more creative and diversified 
products. But current formal networking cannot reach the demand, so I have to find other ways 
to approach different artists and craftspeople.” As a senior artist and embroidery craftspeople, 
Ms. Mao find it is hard to create new products based on her own knowledge and skill of Hunan 
Embroidery. Also, some of the apprentice craftspeople and senior craftspeople told me that they 
think the interpersonal networking with other craftspeople in the sector more likely to conduct 
via more professional-based informal networking other than formal networking, since the formal 
networking platform like the Industry Association and CACMA hold more regulation of meeting 
and conference and less flexible for communication. The communication for acquaintances will 
include large of information of the latest trend and skill of the arts and crafting of embroidery 
industry. As the information flowing, the better idea will be come up with during this informal 
networking spread out.   
o Innovation Process through Networking with Non-embroidery Professionals 
Most entrepreneurs and craftspeople believe that the informal networking with non-embroidery 
professionals is becoming more and more important for the process innovation and creativity. 
Especially more and more Hunan Embroidery enterprises and craftspeople are looking for 




The network broaden to the global wide has certain relation to the central government policies to 
culture industry. During the development of the rural culture/creative industry, in 2003 July, the 
“Supporting the Creative and Culture Industry Development” document published 
(chinaculture.org, 2003). After 2005, the International Cultural & Creative Industry Expo (ICCIE) 
and International Culture Trade Fairs in each main city in China has been hold once for each 
year. These events are international galas of the cultural and creative industry hold by the local 
authorities. Moreover, after 2010 Shanghai Exposition, these forms of culture information 
exchange and trading fairs started to hold in China. In this case, people from country wide, even 
worldwide would gather in the same room to have more opportunities of collaborative working 
on professional-based and friend-based informal networks. 
 
Also, Ms. Mao, a senior crafter and executive manager of Yifei Hunan Embroidery told me she 
had an opportunity to work with one of the most famous painter in Singapore Mr. Zheng after 
they met in Shenzhen Culture Expo. Mr. Zheng was fascinated in the embroidery work by Ms. 
Mao. After talking to each other, they decided to working together to achieve better works. “I 
was born and grew up in Singapore, but I love Chinese culture so much. That was my first glance 
of Hunan Embroidery. I’ve never seen such a fine artwork.” After they met at Shenzhen, Mr. 
Zheng and Ms. Mao started to work together to finish one of the works designed by Zheng and 
crafted by Mao. “This is beneficial for both of us, we shared the different culture by working 
together to finish one work”, Mao said. She also told me that although this is a starting point of 
international collaborative working in Hunan embroidery industry; there are more and more 
international cooperation happen in the cluster. The professional-based informal networks had a 
great influence on the discussion of the crafts creation. After Mao and Zheng cooperated with 
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each other, they became close friends. Zheng asked his friend, a reporter, Zhang to an interview 
for the cooperation of creative Human Embroidery. After the talking and the brainstorm three of 
them agreed on an idea that they should bring the Human Embroidery culture and history into a 
short documentary movie, which can advertise the art work by Mao and Zheng, and the make 
people know more about whole Hunan Embroidery art and product. Although the co-working by 
these three party was still in progress, the result will be much greater just than an output of 
Hunan Embroidery product by one of the craftspeople. “I like the big art event can reach to 
different creative class, and I wish we can also have various creative classes in Shaping as well.” 
The whole process is based on the professional-based and friend-based informal network to 
facilitate close and successful cooperation. 
 
Also, Mr. Wang, the executive officer of Baizhihui Creative Culture LTD, always turn to a 
friend-based informal networking instead of formal platform when he needs expertise 
brainstorming and experts co-working, because he thinks that the formal networking provides 
limited networking source. He expected to make some progress for the Hunan Embroidery 
innovation to heighten the industry as a whole in the future.  He is looking for new technologies 
to apply the embroidery into different materials, like china, wood and silver. So he has been 
actively building the informal networking with the Hunan Lingli china sector and tries to let 
them involve into the creativity of Hunan Embroidery personally. Wang said it is more flexible 
and convenient for him to invite friends and his innovation team members from his company in 
different realms like material, digital media, and mechanism to discuss the new idea and the 
possibility to incorporate the different technology in Hunan Embroidery skill at his home. “It’s 
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easier to seek help for acquaintances.  Sometimes, a small jokes and crazy words between friends 
can inspire us a lot, so we pretty enjoy the small meeting.” 
o Potential Career Networking between Students and Senior Craftspeople 
People work in the Hunan Embroidery sector share a sense of community and this community-
based informal network can be supportive to the intercommunication between certain people. 
After the Hunan Embroidery Department founded in the Arts and Crafts College 2011, the 
workshops and exchange programs between Arts College and Industry Cluster will be hold 
periodically. On one hand, by the exchange programs, the craftspeople can reach back to school 
and study the Hunan Embroidery knowledge systematically and discussed with embroidery 
crafters about better use of color and skills. In 2011, the Embroidery Department launched a 
campaign called “New Hunan Embroidery”, creating a lab for students, academic and practical 
craftspeople to figure out the better Hunan Embroidery expression. In this program, the Arts and 
Crafts College will hold for an exhibition per year for creative “New Hunan Embroidery” works 
in Changsha City Art Museum. Ms. Liu, a retired senior Hunan Embroidery Master, is the 
leading person of this program. She is proud of what she is doing. On top of this, Ms. Liu would 
invite her friends who are entitled as Art Master in other field of art and the entrepreneurs to the 
lab as speakers to have better knowledge exchange between people. 
 
On the other hand, the students in school can reach more practical skill, but more importantly is 
that they can reach more career opportunities by establishing a better connection to the 
craftspeople who work in the cluster via a community-based informal networking. Ms. Liu, the 
professor of Hunan Embroidery crafting skill, said she was happy to see this reach-out happed in 
school, and she would happy to recommend her students to the practical craftspeople and 
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entrepreneurs for work. Two of graduated girls in the class of 2013, Lijun and Ke, told me that 
they were offered a job by Zaihong Embroidery before they graduated.  They had a chance to 
talk to Ms. Jiang, the senior crafter and executive manager of Zaihong Embroidery, when she 
visited the art college to give a speech. After that, Ms. Jiang felt interesting to have some young 
intelligence in her company, so she have them get into the company after graduation with Ms. 
Liu’s recommendation. Overall, the exchange program and workshop in educational institution is 
a good way to provide opportunities to establish informal networking for the potential workers 
and senior workers.  
Discussion 
In my conclusion, according to my research finding, the existing formal networking platform like 
two associations and planning projects has more limitations, since the existing formal 
networking just involves limited people in the sector. Comparing to the commercial plan by local 
government, the more important thing is to make a better working collaboration of each 
stakeholder, and generate more spillover effects. For the current Hunan Embroidery sector 
innovation and creativity process, the informal networking is more applicable and efficient to 
stimulate the creative spillover effect. First, the existing formal networking has its own limitation 
and weakness. 1) Not enough effective communication platforms are provided by formal 
networking. From Figure 4, there is lots of formal networks missing between some stakeholders. 
The disconnection between those stakeholders makes the informal networking between them 
even more important. 2) Too much time and energy costs for smaller companies than big 
companies. The formal networking usually makes what? more costly than informal networking, 
for example the time of paper work, the opportunity cost of informal networking event, and the 
time of event organizing. 3) The formal networking excludes smaller companies benefiting from 
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networking.  In some formal networking environment, there is inappropriate networking used for 
under table deals between entrepreneurs and government officials. The unhealthy networking by 
formal networking may discourage the innovation and creativity to the sector. 4) The formal 
networking is fixed, formal and bureaucratic, and less of flexibility. The informal networking 
will be more flexible and creative than the formal networking. Most of my interviewees 
mentioned that it is easier to have new idea with friends in a pleasure atmosphere. The formal 
networking may be a better platform to report the research result, instead of brainstorming for 
creativity. The weakness of the industry cannot be made up just by several planning projects. 
There is not enough transparency between decision makers and entrepreneurs, as well as 
disconnection between craftspeople and local government, and educational institution and cluster 
enterprises. But the creative based SMEs need more frequent and flexible network opportunities 
to communicate and get inspired by each other. The existing formal networking cannot provide 
that. However, the informal networking can make up those shortcomings. The informal 
networking is more flexible and provides more possibility for reaching different professions and 
people.  
 
Moreover, the informal networking can help tacit knowledge transfer and it can generate deeper 
understanding between people. In this case, they can have knowledge spillover effect to create 
new product or make other progress in the sector. According to the networking between each 
stakeholder, most of them have dominant informal networking, since it can have people to have 
more effective communication. For example, the inter-professions’ networking is the most 
decisive part for the creativity and innovation. The informal networking between individual will 
facilitate the openness and closeness between people. On top of the interview of Hunan 
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Embroidery sector, I also interviewed an entrepreneur in Jiangsu Embroidery sector, which is the 
largest embroidery sector in China over 30 years. Mr. Zhao told me that the success of Jiangsu 
Embroidery sector had been through a tedious exploration of the business and develop mode of 
today. At the early stage, the local government in Suzhou helped the locality to build up an 
Embroidery Zone for gathering all kind of the local enterprises and labors in order to make the 
spillover effect. However, the planned zone failed two years after it was built. After that the local 
government took the lesson and gave more flexibility to the local embroidery SMEs and created 
a better business environment for them. The results turned out to be really successful since the 
organic development for creative sector and the good business environment provided a better 
condition for healthy informal networking to each stakeholder. More and more cooperation 
achieved between the Suzhou Embroidery enterprises and overseas art and craft organizations 
over last ten years. Mr. Zhao told me that he is happy to be in the sector and enjoy the creative 
environment for the industry.  
 
In this case, the creativity and innovation should be given more credibility for the better industry 
performance. In this process, a health informal networking between different agencies is 
necessary for an organic and robust development for this rural based creative sector.  
CONCLUSION 
All in all, comparing to the creative class in urban area which is characterized with more 
advanced technique, facilities and higher educated labor, rural-based creative industries mainly 
happen in the area has better natural resource or has its historical and cultural advantage. Also, in 
the urban-based creative cluster, the big companies and international incorporations are more 
likely to develop. However, in rural China, the rural creative industry is characterized by SMEs 
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with flexible network, since rural area enjoy better family-based, friend-based and professional-
based informal networking.  
 
Although the urban-based creative industries like architecture, publishing, design etc. are always 
the important role for economic development among creative industry, the rural-based creative 
industry in China, crafts industry, has been given more attention. Since the last 10 years, the 
promotion of rural-based creative industries has been included into the industrial and economic 
policies. As the transforming of rural based cottage economy in China, rural based firms stated to 
target their market in to worldwide scale. In additional, the local government relies more on 
industrial mass production for profitability. In the rural based creative industry, especially the 
industry that heavily relies on local cultural and skills, those industries are derived from 
traditional business and producing mode. In this case, this results the mass production cannot be 
perfect performed in this industry, because of the technology and information transfer is slow.  
In rural China today, plenty of traditional crafts businesses are facing a vital problem. And some 
of them are starting to respond to this challenge of experimental innovation and creativity respect 
to apply updated technology into the products. Hunan Embroidery sector is a typical example of 
the industry sector that is in this early innovation stage. From the fieldwork interview and 
observation, as well as the literature, the informal networking plays a significant role for sector 
innovation and creativity, especially for the sector with small and medium creative enterprises. It 
is a good case study of the sort of diverse ‘creative incubator’ sites that are increasingly 
recognized as a vital part of cultural production. The informal networking is related to a casual 
form interpersonal relationship and communication, which could be easily built up by 
communicating in certain type of formal communications. In the embroidery sector, there 
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already existed some associations and cooperation between each stakeholder and these 
associations provide plenty of platforms for informal networking. Although some of them are not 
well-established or under-developed, the recent associations provide better informal networking 
platform for the each individual and stakeholder in the sector.  
 
For the future research, especially after the site visit and interview of Hunan embroidery sector in 
Changsha, the informal network is significant to the sector. The current Hunan embroidery 
related research is limited and little in literature research. Also, the data and official reports are 
not accessible. The future research should be establishing more on each informal networking in 
detail and propose more for the invisible and potential networking that should have been existed 
in the sector. Moreover, the research should be compare to the other similar traditional creative 
industry in rural China, or even to the other similar developing area with strong local culture, in 
order to have a better understanding the rural traditional creative economy in China. In this case, 
well performed and poorly performed industry can have a better comparison and have the 
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I. Interviewee Information list 
 
 
Enterprises Profession Hometown Key Point 
       Zaihong Embroidery 
  
JIANG Z. Chief Crafter, Deputy to 
the Hunan Province's 
Congress Adjunct Prof of 
Hunan Normal University 
Non-local Weighing more on advertising and 
networking 
 
WANG  Sale Director Local  
 
YI J. Craftspeople Local Master-apprentice learning 
 





    
Yifei Embroidery 
  
MAO S. Chief designer and crafter 
and the Master of Arts 
and Crafts 
Local Family legacy, innovation in 
furniture products 
 




Craftspeople Local Learning by watch her parents do 
embroidery 
       Embroidery Life House 
              
 
LIN H. Manager Local Designing more product of daily life 
JIANG. Y Manager Local Moving store to central city 
 





    








    
Hunan Shaping R&D Studio       
 
SUN S. Innovation Director and 
Prof if Hunan Normal 
University 
Non-local Innovation of embroidery packing 
R&D, partnership of government 
(Municipal Publicity Department) 





Crafter Local Master-apprentice learning by watching 




    
Baizhihui Creative Culture LTD 
 
WANG J. Executive Officer, Ex-
Embroidery Association 
VP 
Non-local Technique innovation: combining 
embroidery and other material like 
china, wood, silver; applying new 










Non-local Provided the material of history of 
Shaping Embroidery 
       Hunan Art and Crafts Vocational College 
 
LIU A. Art Prof. and innovation 
officer of the Art and 
Crafts College, and 





    
Shaping Embroidery Company 
 
ZHAO Z. Director of Commercial 
Department 
Non-local Provided material of business 





Director of Marketing 
Department 
Non-local Provided government plan for 
innovation of industry innovation 
strategy 
 
